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Hawaii Calls
Announcing Keynote and Plenary Session Speakers
11th TSA Biennial Symposium, Honolulu, HI, Sep. 24-27
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THE TEXTILE SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
INC. PROVIDES AN INTERNATIONAL
FORUM FOR THE EXCHANGE
AND DISSEMINATION OF
INFORMATION ABOUT
TEXTILES WORLDWIDE,
FROM ARTISTIC, CULTURAL,
ECONOMIC, HISTORIC,
POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND
TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVES.

A

S PLANS FOR TSA's

II TH

BIENNIAL SYMPOSIUM

in Honolulu are being
finalized, the city, its museums,
galleries, and cultural organizations are preparing to extend to
Symposium delegates Hawaii's
fabled aloha. A committee of
nearly two dozen hardworking
members is scurrying to assure
that TSA members and their
guests will have an exceptional
experience to be remembered
for years.

Keynote Address
Renowned contemporary
Korean-born and New Yorkbased artist Kimsooja will present the keynote address, "A
Needle Woman," at the opening session Thursday morning,
September 25. Kimsooja is a
conceptual artist whose work
combines performance, video,
and installation, and addresses
issues of the displaced self. The
journey and migration, and the
abandonment of the familiar are
recurring themes in her work.
The artist recalls the moment
that she discovered sewing as a
medium: "One day in 1983, l
was sewing a bedcover with my
mother. At the very moment
when l passed the needle

Kimsooja, "A Mirror Woman-The
Ground of Nowhere;' from the
exhibition, "Crossings 2003: Korea/
Hawaii;' installation of fabric,
mirrors, aluminum at Honolulu Hale
(City Hall). 57'x 20' .

through the fabric's surface, I had
a sensation like an electric shock:
the energy of my body channeled through the needle, seeming to connect to the energy of
the world. I immediately understood the power of sewing: the
relationship of needle to fabric
is like my body to the universe,
and the fundamental relationship
of things and structure were in it.
From this experience, for about

ten years, I worked with cloth
and clothes, sewing and wrapping them, processes shared with
contemplation and healing. By
l 992 I had started making bundles, bottari in Korean. I always
used old clothes and traditional
Korean bedcovers- fabrics that
retain the smells of other's lives,
memories, and histories, though
their bodies are no longer thereembracing and protecting people,
celebrating their lives and creating
a network of existences."
In 2003, on the occasion
of the l OOth Anniversary of
Korean Immigration to the United
States, Kimsooja dedicated "A
Mirror Woman-The Ground of
Nowhere," an installation in the
courtyard of Honolulu City Hall,
to all the Korean immigrants who
came to Hawaii and the United
States. Much as immigrants experience displacement with a sense of
isolation and unfamiliarity mixed
with hope and excitement, visitors
were enveloped in similar feelings
as they stepped into the fine gauze
cylinder and onto the mirrored
floor. Displaced from their known
world, viewers felt suspended in
space, between the blue sky dotted with white clouds above, and
their own reflection and that of
the sky and clouds below.
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Plenary Sessions
Native Hawaiian artists/ scholars
Maile Andrade and Marques
Marzan will be the plenary session speakers on Friday and
Saturday morning, September 26
and 27. In her Friday morning
talk '"IIi lho: The Surface Within,"
Andrade will explore contemporary visual reflections from
an indigenous perspective based
on ancestral creations that delve
into the surfaces within. Based
on an exhibition of the same
title at the Bishop Museum, for
which Andrade is curator, '/hi /ho
considers the thinness of the veil
between the past and the present,
the traditional and the contemporary, revealing how 'surface'
the surface truly is. Issues that
Andrade will consider include: the

native practitioner as scholar
and expert; material culture and
ownership; and the respective
responsibilities and burdens of
the observer and the creator.
Andrade is a multi-media
artist who is an Assistant
Professor at Kamakakuokalani
Center for Hawaiian Studies
at the University of Hawaii.
Through her work with indigenous people around the world
and the presentation of her
creative work, Andrade has
raised the prominence and
appreciation of Native Hawaiian
visual arts.
Marques Marzan will
discuss "Maka/oa Mats: The
Treasured Art of Hawaii" on
Saturday morning. The plaiting
of makaloa, a Hawaiian endemic

Ahuu/a Cape. Hawaii, Polynesia. Feather, plant (olona). From the Collection
·Of Bishop Museum, B.07236. This ahuula was presented by Kamehameha V
to E. Faulkner, Paymaster of H.B.M. Ship Havannah in 18S7. It was bought by
Queen Kapiolani for $600 during her visit to England in 1887 while attending Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee. She gave it the name, "Kekaulike." It is
made up of red 'i'iwi (Vestiaria coccinea) feathers and black and yellow '6'6
(Moho spp.) feathers. It has a background of red 'i'iwi. Two large outlined
half crescents of yellow '6'6. Three pairs of half crescents of black and yellow '6'6 run along the front edges. A thin half crescent of black '6'6 is on the
right side of the neckline. A thin half crescent of yellow '6'6 is on the left
side of the neckline. A thin band of alternating sections of black '6'6, yellow
'6'6 and red 'i'iwi run along the front edges. A thin band of red 'i'iwi runs
along the neckline. A thin band of yellow '6'6 runs along the lower border.
Its net backing is made of olona (Touchardia /atifo/ia) fiber. This object is
associated with Kapiolani.
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sedge, was the rare and specialized
art of the weavers of Ni'ihau, the
smallest of the inhabited Hawaiian
islands. The art remained confined
to a small portion of Hawaii until
the 1880s, when the traditional
passing of knowledge from one
generation to the next ceased.
Marzan will elaborate on the
significance and history of these
fine Hawaiian mats, the roles they
played within the culture, and his
efforts and those of others who
are attempting to reawaken this
slumbering knowledge.
Marzan is a noted Hawaiian
fiber artist who works in Cultural
Collections at the Bishop
Museum. There he provides
opportunities for cultural practitioners to learn from the treasures
of the past. He shares his understanding and passion for the fiber
arts through public presentations,
demonstrations, and workshops
that restore the living presence of
rare Hawaiian forms, materials,
and designs.

Opening Reception
The University of Hawaii Art
Gallery and the Evergrand
Museum in Taoyuan, Taiwan are
happy to host the Symposium
opening reception on Wednesday
evening, September 24, from
6:00 to 8:00 p.m. The special
exhibition "Writing with Thread:

Traditional Textiles of Southwest
Chinese Minorities" will be on
view.

Saturday Celebration
In the traditional Hawaiian
manner of celebrating the closure of an important event, on
Saturday afternoon, September
27, Symposium attendees will
experience a special presentation
and performance of "Dressing
for the Hula: Textiles as Cultural
Expressions in Hawaii." Michael
Pili Pang will explain the cultural significance of the gathering of
fibers and objects in preparation
for the hula and, as the Halau
Hula Ka No'eau performs, Pang
will explain the meaning of the
hula. This is a presentation not
to be missed.
New and exciting exhibitions and events are constantly
being added to Honolulu's textile offerings that will celebrate
the Textile Society of America
and its membership and guests
who attend the 1 I th Biennial
Symposium at the Sheraton
Waikiki Hotel. Review the TSA
website www.textilesociety.org for
the program schedule and more
information on the exciting
events being planned especially
for you in Hawaii.
A hui hou. See you in
Honolulu in September!

Protest Mat, Hawaii. Plaited makaloa sedge. From the Collection of the
Bishop Museum. Makaloa mats were the specialty of the weavers on the
island of Ni'ihau and represent one peak of the Hawaiian craft tradition.
They were often decorated with darker pieces of sedge woven in geometric
designs like zigzags, triangles, and squares. Decorated mats were known
as moena pawehe or moena Ni'ihau. From 1860 to 1884, Hawaii's legislature
placed a tax on owners of horses, mares and colts (75C: each), mules (SOc:)
and dogs ($1 ). Petitioning newly elected King Kalakaua to help lift this burden, this mat was plaited of makaloa and kohekohe stems by 80-year-old
Ni'ihau resident, Kala'i-o-kamalino. A member of the Sinclair-Gay-Robinson
family of Kaua'i presented it to the King. The tax was repealed.

International Airport, and jump
on an opportunity when you see
one! Be prepared for a spectacular array of cultural experiences
in Hawaii, unique to its position
historically as a gathering place
amidst Pacific crossings.

TSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT

Carol Bi(!r
TEL 510/849-2478
carol.bier@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT

Patricia Hickman
845/947-8735
phickman@hawaii.edu

TEL

Other Symposium Events

C

ONSIDERING THE PRIMARY

elements of woven strucTREASURER
Patricia Cox Crews
tures, we may develop concepTEL 402/472-6342
tual models to address global
pcrews@unl.edu
issues. In my course, "Islamic
Encounters with Other Cultures,"
RECORDING SECRETARY
Roxane Shaughnessy
at San Francisco State University,
TEL 416/599-5321 ext. 2226
students identified strategies by
rshaughnessy@textilemuseum.ca
which we might achieve a more
DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL RELATIONS
peaceful world-tolerance, accep(vacant)
tance of differences, overcoming
ignorance, learning about diverse
DIRECTOR OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Janice Lessman-Moss
cultures. Think of a warp and
TEL 330/672-2158 FAX 330/672-4729
weft, a set of warps, and how they
j/essman@kent.edu
interact with wefts to create a
textile,
an entirely new entity that
PAST PRESIDENT
has extraordinary flexibility and
Pamela Parma!
TEL 617/369-3707 FAX 617/262-6549
strength, and an integrity which
pparmal@mfa.org
could not BE without both warp
or weft. What an inspiring model
DIRECTORS AT-LARGE
through which to contemplate our
Mary Ann Fitzgerald
future! Then, we may add embroiTEL 608/263-3686
mafitzg2@yahoo.com
dery, buttons, bells, and other
accessories
to embellish our textile
Joanne Dolan Ingersoll
to achieve an admirable mixture
TEL 401/454-6514
do/aningersoll@gmail.com
of juxtapositions; when blended
with
color, design, and pattern,
Fran Dorsey
TEL 902/494-8113 FAX 902/425-2420 symmetry and symmetry-breaking,
fdorsey@hfx.eastlink.ca
we have an incredible model of
both complexity and diversity with
Sumru Krody
which
to view infinite possibilities.
TEL 202/667-0441 ext. 37
'Textiles as Cultural
FAX 202/483-0994
skrody@textilemuseum.org
Expressions" is the theme of
our
upcoming I I th Biennial
Matilda McQuaid
Symposium of the Textile Society
TEL 212/849-8451
mcquaidm@si.edu
of America, September 24-27,
2008, to be held at the Sheraton
Vita Plume
TEL 919/513-4466 FAX 919/515-7330 Waikiki in Honolulu. Be sure to
vita_plume@ncsu.edu
register early (registration is online
at www.textilesociety.org, or
TASK REPRESENTATIVES
you
may send in your registration
TSAWebsite
form by mail or by fax to the
Susan Gunter, vireo@uga.edu
TSA National Office). Please state
TSA Listserve
your preference for a site seminar
Laura Strand, /strand@siue.edu
on Friday afternoon,_and conTSA Newsletter Editor
sider
our array of pre- and postKaren Searle ksear/etsa@gmail.com
Symposium offerings of tours,
TSA Symposium 2008 Co-Chairs
workshops, and an international
Reiko Brandon, rbrandon@
colloquium. Keep your eye out
hawaii.rr.com
for airfare bargains to Honolulu's
Tom Klobe, klobetm@hawaii.edu

Prior to the TSA Symposium
on Tuesday, September 23,
an international colloquium,
"Writing with Thread," will take
place at the University of Hawaii
in conjunction with a major
loan exhibition at the University
Art Gallery. The colloquium is
free of charge, but registration is
required. For your convenience,
Colloquium registration is included on the Symposium registration form.
At the Bishop Museum,
Desiree Koslin will be offering an all-day TSA Workshop,
"Identifying Textiles: Surface
Finishes and Techniques," on
Wednesday, September 24, for
which there is a fee of $1 I 0 per
participant; prior registration is
required. <See the Symposium
registration form.>
Three Pre-Symposium
Tours will be offered on
Wednesday, September 24,
exploring Hawaiian Quilts, Art
Conservation, and "Garments
of Paradise." Post-Symposium
Tours will take place on Sunday,
September 25, exploring traditional and contemporary aspects
of fibers and culture at the
Bishop Museum and the Cultural
Learning Center at Ka' ala, and at
the Hawaiian State Art Museum,
'Iolani Palace, and the Mission
Houses Museum. The full program is posted on our website at

www.textilesociety.org.
During the course of the
I I th Biennial Symposium in
Honolulu, we will inaugurate the
Founding Presidents' Awards, to
which many members have generously contributed. This newly
established Award recognizes
excellence in the fields of textile studies. We will also honor
five recipients of the Student/
New Professional Scholarships.

Winners of the R. L Shep
Ethnic Textiles Book Award for
2006 and for 2007 will also be
announced. The Lillian Elliott
Award will be presented at the
Banquet on Friday evening.

General Meetting
The General Meeting of the
Textile Society of America
will take place on Thursday,
September 25. This biennial
event enables TSA members and
Symposium participants to Jearn
about the internal operations of
our organization-our finances and
the annual budget; membership;
external relations and publicity; news about our Website,
Newsletter, ListServ and publications; awards and scholarships;
workshops and study tours, as
well as announcement of the
venue for TSA 20 I 0. This year,
our featured report will present a summary of the results of
the TSA Publications Initiative,
a survey funded by the Coby
Foundation, Ltd.
The General Meeting is also
the formal venue at which the
current Board steps down and
the new Board is installed, an
exciting moment in the history
of our organization that takes
place every two years.

Board Meeting
The current Board of the Textile
Society of America will meet
all day Wednesday, September
23, at the Sheraton Waikiki.
The new Board will convene
Saturday morning, September
27, also at the Sheraton Waikiki.
We look forward to your
attendance and participation
at these and other TSA events.
Please be sure to share your
thoughts and ideas with the
Board. We are always on the
lookout' for new opportunities,
soliciting your suggestions and
support for programs, scholarships, and awards to sustain and
invigorate the many fields of textile studies so that we may each
contribute to a better world!

- Carol Bier,

TSA President
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More Symposium
News
Scholarships for TSA
Hawaii Symposium
Tours, 2008
Application Deadine Extended
to JUNE 1, 2008.

T

SA IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
one scholarship for each of
the TSA Conference Tours (a
total of 5 scholarships).
Pre-Symposium Tours, Wed., Sep.
24: Tour I, Hawaiian Quilts.
Tour 2, Art Conservation in
Honolulu. Tour 3, Garments in
Paradise. Post-Symposium Tours,
Sun., Sep. 28: Tour I, Hawaiian
Fibers. Tour 2, Museum MosaicsThree Different Pieces.
The scholarships will be
awarded to current TSA members who would benefit professionally from such an experience
and express financial need. The
Scholarship will not be a cash
award, but will cover only the
actual cost of the Tour. The
recipients will be responsible for
their travel expenses to Hilo as
well as any meals during the tour.

Application process. Please
submit: a paragraph (maximum
250 words) outlining how participation in the study tour (please
identify the tour) would relate
to and benefit your professional
goals; a resume.
Scholarship submissions
will be reviewed and the award
will be determined by the TSA
Hawaii Symposium Workshops
and Tours Awards Committee.
Please submit your request via
email to Frances Dorsey, fdorsey@nscad.ca by june I, 2008.
Recipients will be announced by
july 15, 2008.

Ulana' Ana Lauhala Tour

Y

OU ARE INVITED TO JOIN

this special Post-TSA
Symposium Tour to the Big
Island of Hawaii, Sep. 30-0ct. I,
with Kumu Lynda Tu'a. A summary of the tour schedule follows. Request complete information from Emily DuBois, emily@
emilydubois.com.
Tour schedule: Tuesday
September 30: Morning: Arrive at
Hilo, traditional greetings and lei;
drive to Kahuwai to tour sacred

places in Wa'a Wa'a and
Kahuwai archeological site;
bento lunch. Afternoon:
'Ahalanui Hot Pond, lauhala
weaving, Kua 0 Ka La Charter
School cultural event, soak in
a thermal lagoon, visit Uncle
Robert's Cultural Center exhibits, awa (kava) tasting, walk
on 1980's Kalapana lava flow.
Evening: to Dakini Gardens &
Retreat to weave, relax in tropical orchards and ancient forests,
enjoy a wood-fired sauna.
Dinner is a traditional Puna Lu'au
with vegetarian and other Imu
(pit-baked) foods, bonfire, live
music, hula.
Wednesday October 1:
Morning: Dakini Gardens breakfast, Hilo Art Museum, Lyman
Museum (Smithsonian affiliate).
lunch at Nihon Cultural Center
overlooking Hilo Bay. Afternoon:
weave in Queen Liluokalani
Park, visit Hilo farmers market,
galleries, shops. Evening: Depart
for Honolulu.
Please register directly with
Emily at emily@emilydubois.com
or by calling 808/965-9523
(Hawaii); do not register through
the TSA National Office. A
minimum of I 0 participants is
necessary. Basic cost: $51 0. After
May I, ten percent will be added
to the registration fee. Basic cost

includes reserved seating, group
rate round-trip Honolulu-Hilo on
Go' (Mesa airlinel. For those traveling separately to or within the
Big Island, cost of the Go! flight
will be deducted from basic cost.
All Tour participants will meet at
Hilo airport for the group arrival.
Accommodation fees and
museum admission fees will be
added to the basic cost. There
will be optional donations to
some of the cultural centers and
for the Hawaiian musicians.
Booking of accommodations
for Sep. 30 will be done by Tour,
based on local availability and
participants' preferences. When
the tour is fully registered, participants may choose from reasonably priced accommodations
(see possibilities at http://www.
vrbo.com (select Big Island, Puna
District, Kehena) and http:tweek
net/dakini.
Register early to insure your
place, personalize your travel
and accommodation plans, and
take advantage of the lower
rate. For registration, details,
advice on additional activities
on the Big Island before or
after the Ulana' Ana Tour, email
emily@emilydubois.com or call
808/965-9523.

Note: TSA Tour Scholarships do not
apply to this tour.
0

10 kilometers

~

0

1 0 miles

Symposium Registrants:
You are invited to make use of the TSA listserv to find a roommate
for the Symposium. See instructions for joining the /istserv
on page B.

TSA Authors:
Well-Founded Self-Promotion Is Good For The Soul!
Bring samples of your titles to the Symposium and participate
in a Book Fair to showcase your books. The free event, for TSA
authors only, will be open to Symposium attendees and the
general public. See Book Fair application form on the TSA website.
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Ulana' Ana Lauhala Tour Locations: Light gray dots on map. Please note that
while we will not visit Volcanoes National Park, we will be close to the recent
lava flows.

Cather Professor of Textiles,
Clothing and Design at the
University of Nebraska- Lincoln.
She has authored several quiltrelated books, including the
award-winning Nebraska Quilts
and Quiltmakers.
www.quiltstudy.org
Holly Brackmann was honored on March 9, 2008, by the
Women's History Coalition of
the National Women's Political
Caucus at the "Women's Art:
Women's Vision" gala. California
Senator Pat Wiggins and
California Assembly member
Patty Berg also recognized her
for her art at the event.
hbrackma@mendocino.edu
A wedge weave tapestry,
"Ceremony at Dusk." by
Deborah Corsini was recently
purchased for a new US State
Department building in Tbilisi,
Georgia. Deborah will have a
solo exhibition of her work at
the Syd Entel Galleries in Safety
Harbor, FL, in conjunction with
HGA's Convergence 2008 (jun.
26-Jul. 26, www.sydentelgalleries.com). Along with co-curator
Adrienne Sloane, she has organized an art knitting exhibition at
the San Jose Museum of Quilts &
Textiles titled, "Beyond Knitting:
Uncharted Stitches" for summer,
2008. www.sjquiltmuseum.org
deborah@sjquiltmuseum.org
The Nebraska State Quilt Guild
named Patricia Crews as the
newest member of its Quilter's
Hall of Fame at the annual
QuiltNebraska convention held
in Kearney, NE. Crews is the
Director of the International
Quilt Study Center and Willa

Walter B. Denny has been
working part-time as a Senior
Consultant in Islamic Art at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
NY, since August of 2007. One
part of his duties involves a complete survey of the Museum's collection of Islamic carpets, with an
eye toward establishing rotations
for the new permanent installation of the Metropolitan's Islamic
galleries, scheduled to open in
20 I I . He is also surveying many
other Islamic works in the MMA,
including silk textiles. As of late
March, 2008, Walter is on the
verge of completing his catalogue
of the Ballard Collection of oriental carpets in the St. Louis Art
Museum.
wbdenny@arthist.umass.edu
Catharine Ellis is curating
an exhibition, "Weaving and
Resist," at Convergence 2008 in
Tampa, FL. It features the various
approaches used by contemporary textile artists to explore the
concept of resist in the woven
structure. The exhibition will
be held at the Ybor Art Gallery
of Hillsborough Community
College, Ybor City, FL, Jun.
12-Jul. 3. It will feature the
works of TSA members Holly
Brackmann, Emily DuBois,
Virginia Davis, Catharine
Ellis, Vita Plume, and Barbara
Shapiro.
el/isc@charter.net

Dale Carolyn Gluckman is
guest curator for the exhibition
"Kimono as Art: The Landscapes
of ltchiku Kubota," presenting
the work of the kimono artist
ltchiku Kubota ( 191 7-2003)
for the San Diego Museum of
Art and the Timken Museum,
San Diego, CA, and the Canton
Art Museum, Canton, OH. She
has co-authored the exhibition
catalogue with Hollis Goodall,
curator of Japanese Art, LACMA
(see Exhibitions for details). Dale is
also leading a Silk Road in China
study tour in November. Her
most recent exhibition, "Rank
and Style: Power Dressing in
Imperial China," is now online
at http://www.pacificasiamuseum.
orgl rankandstylelindex.stm.
gluckman@earthlink.net
Susan Iverson, Professor in textiles at Virginia Commonwealth
University, has two tapestries
in 'The 6th International Fiber
Biennial" at the SnydermanWorks gallery, Philadelphia, PA,
Feb 7-Apr. 22. One of her tapestries is included in "American
Tapestry Biennial 7," opening
Jun. 16 at the Scarfone/ Hartley
Gallery in Tampa, FL.
siverson@vcu.org
Karen Maru's article on textile
collecting in Thailand appears
in the Spring, 2008 issue of the
Studio Art Quilter's Journal. Her
work has been selected for the
summer issue of FiberArts. Karen
is the receipient of a Connecticut
Commission on Culture and
Tourism grant as a visual artist.
She has work on exhibit at the
Barnum Museum in Bridgeport,
CT, Apr. 5- Jun. 8.
karenmaru@aol.com
Two of Vita Plume's woven
portraits are included in the exhibition "'Facing South: Portraits
by North Carolina Artists" at the
Green Hill Center for NC Art in
Greensboro, NC, Mar. 22-jun. I.
vita_plume@ncsu.edu
Thomas Murray gave a talk
at the ICOC in Istanbul on

"Ceremony at Dusk;' wedge-weave tapestry by Deborah Corsini.

"Ottoman Influences on Islamic
Calligraphic Batiks of Indonesia."
It was well received there, as well
as at venues in Sydney, Toronto,
Seattle, Los Angeles, and at
a conference at the National
Gallery in Jakarta.
ltmasiatica@hotmail.com
Marge Durko Puryear has two
solo exhibitions. "Woven Notes
and Memorabilia" is at the Fuller
Craft Museum, Mar. IS-Jul. 20.
www.fullercraft.org/home.html.
"Between the Lines: Woven
Notes and Memorabilia" will be
at ARC Gallery, Chicago, july 30Aug. 23 .
mpuryear@umassd.edu
Karen Searle exhibited her
sculptural works in "Figure/
Form/ Fiber" at The Pump House
Regional Art Center, La Crosse,
WI, Mar. 23-Apr. 29. Her work
is included in "Beyond Knitting:
Uncharted Stitches" at the San
Jose Museum of Quilts & Textiles,
Jun. 17-Aug. 24. She will teach
a workshop at the University of
Minnesota's Split Rock Summer
Arts Program in June, and a summer fibers course at the College
of St. Catherine, St. Paul, MN.
ksearle@visi.com
Barbara Shapiro presented a
Salon Talk at the Museum of
Craft and Folk Art on Mar. 26.
She talked about her woven
"power garments," her love affair
with indigo and her baskets,
which are currently featured at the
Museum Store, www.mocfa.org
The Museum exhibit "Fabric
of Cultures: Fashion, Identity,
Globalization," which originated at
the Godwin- Ternbach Museum,
provided an interesting background to Barbara's textile art.
Boneweavr@aol.com
After serving for 3 2 years
as Curator ofTextiles at the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts,
Lotus Stack recently announced
her plans to retire at the end of
May, 2008. Lotus has worked
tirelessly to build the museum's
Textiles collection and to
top. 6
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Stories: Andean Textiles and Rituals
(UNM Press: 2003>.
andreaheckman@earthlink.net

"Alien's Passport;' detail,
Jacquard-loom weaving
by Vita Plume.

from p. 5
promote the appreciation of
textiles in the Minneapolis/St.
Paul community and on a
national level. She was a founder
of TSA and served as a Board
Member, Vice President, and
President from 1990-1996.
Since her arrival at the MIA
in 1976, Lotus has acquired over
8,500 textiles from more than 30
countries for the museum, working with collectors, donors, and
artists to build a world-class collection. She has installed dozens
of textile shows and is responsible for the addition of four
new galleries in 2006 dedicated
to the exhibition of textiles. She
will be missed by her museum
colleagues, both personally and
professionally. In her honor, the
museum's Textile Curatorial
Council has established The
Lotus Stack Textiles Endowment.
Contact Patricia Martinson,
pmartinson@artsmia.org for more
information.
TSA also wishes to express
its appreciation of Lotus and her
extraordinary career thus far,
including her role as one of the
organization's founders.

TSA NATIONAL OFFICE
Charlotte Cosby, Manager
PO Box 193
Middletown, DE 19709
TEL 302/378-9636
FAX 302/378-9637

tsa@textilesociety.org
Visit the TSA website,
www. textilesociety.org
for membership forms, tour
information and latest news.
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The Cheri Foundation in Italy has
collected one of Carol Westfall's
works entitled "Anthrax," a blacklit work from her "Aids, Anthrax
and Pox" Trilogy. Her work,
"Endless Waterfalls," entered the
collection of the Renwick
Museum in January of this year.
carol@carolwestfall.com

Member Publications
and Media
The Worldwide History of Dress by
Patricia Rieff Anawalt traces
the ancient origins of high fashion
from the Upper Paleolithic30,000-40,000 years ago--to
the ubiquity of Western jeans and
running shoes. The distinctive
clothing of 32 global regions is
skillfully described and beautifully
illustrated. In many areas of our
world, those vibrant clothing traditions continue to this day.
Patricia is the founding director
of the Center for the Study of
Regional Dress at the Fowler
Museum at UCLA. An Aztec specialist with a doctorate in anthropology, she is a widely published
writer and experienced lecturer.
panawalt@arts.ucla.edu
Andrea Heckman's documentary film Ausangate was
screened at the Textile Museum
in Washington DC on Mar. 22
as part of the Washington, DC
Environmental Film Festival. The
sixty-minute documentary about
the lives, weavings, and rituals of
Quecha people living near the
sacred mountain Ausangate in
Southern Peru has shown in over
ten film festivals and is distributed by www.der.org. It is based
on Andrea's publication, Woven

Donald Clay Johnson and
Helen Bradley Foster have published Dress Sense: Emotional and
Sensory Experiences of the Body
and Clothes (Berg: 2007), a selection of presentations given at
the international symposium in
honor of University of Minnesota
Regents Professor Joanne B.
Eicher. The essays focus upon
smell, sound, taste, and touch, as
well as the emotional attachments
people have to their clothing. The
arrangement of "Historical
Perspectives," "Living Traditions,"
"Challenging Traditions," and "The
Future," give insights into manifestations of the senses no longer in
existence, those presently in existence, those undergoing change
in contemporary society, and how
online technology influences perceptions of dress. TSA members
who contributed to the volume
are: Marlene R. Breu, "The
Role of Scents and the Body in
Turkey," Donald Clay Johnson,
"Clothes Make the Empire: British
Dress in India," Mary A. littrell
and Jennifer Puff Ogle, 'Women,
Migration, and the Experience
of Dress," and linda W etters,
"Sight, Sound, and Sentiment in
Greek Village Dress."
d-john4@umn.edu
Susi Johnson of Macan Tidur
Textiles, Bali, announces her new
textiles website (www.macan-tidurtextiles.com). She will add content
regularly, and will add a linked
blog of interest to "textilians".
susi@macantidur.com
Sarah Lowengard' s book, The
Creation of Color in I 8th Century
Europe <Columbia University
Press, 2006, www.gutenberg-e.org/
lowengard) is now available to
anyone with internet access
through Columbia University's
Gutenberg e-book series, now an
open access website.
sarahl@panix.com

Margot Schevill and Kathleen
Mossman Vitale have produced a second video in their
"Endangered Threads" series of
documentaries on the textiles of
Guatemala. A Century of Color:
Maya Weaving & Textiles surveys
I 00 years of continuity and
change in Maya weaving.
www.endangeredthreads.org
kathleenvitale@earthlink.net
Carol Ventura's home page at
http:/ liweb. tntech.edu/cventural has
links to pages of crafts around
the world. Her most recent
links feature weavers from Java
and Bali. See http://iweb.tntech.
edu/cventuralikat.htm, http://iweb.
tntech.edu/cventura/Songket.htm,
and http://iweb.tntech.edu/cventuraiBatikjavaBali.htm
CVentura@tntech.edu

Archaeological Textiles
The Centre for Textile Research
in Copenhagen has taken over
the editing and publication of
Archaeological Textiles Newsletter
and the subscription is now
Internet-based via secure online
shop: www.atnfriends.com
Turkey Red journal
Editor Pamela Feldman announces that the Spring 2008 issue of
the Turkey Red journal, (www.
turkeyredjoumal.com), is now available online. A new Events section
has been added which, in this
issue, features the "Blue" exhibition at The Textile Museum.
pfeldm I @artic.edu

Photo of Ursula McCracken on
p. 7 courtesy ofthe Textile Museum,
Washington, DC.
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Ursula Eland McCracken

Forme/Director, The Textile Museum
1942-2008
A Remembrance by Carol Bier

Administrative Sciences (Nonprofit
Manag~ment, . t986). She also
RSULA McC~CKENSERVED
brought decades of experience in
. as Director of The Textile
museum fundraising and developMuseum in Washington, .DC,
ment, which she put to good use.
from 1986 to 2004 .. During this
built an endowment of nearly
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I "l'jas CuratorJor
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Arts, and the Institute
Eastern Hemisphere Collections,
of Museum and Library Services;
and then Res~rch Assqciate.ln a
grants from national foundations;
ll)useum that had pee~ ~ere~.nially
and donations from family foununder•funded; I admiredlJI'Sula's
dations and generous individuals.
steadfast detelminatioll!Jp Qlp~e
During the same period, she
forward ·in t(le face of aqversity.
managed to retire the Museum's
Although an admirable,r~cor~ of
d~bt while more than doubling
curatorial scholarship prec~d~d
the annual operating budget.
Ursula's .arJival,the Museum itself •
She worked diligently with
lacked adeql(ate financial respurces a dedicated development team,
for research, eare, and W!1Serya·
' a strong Board of Trustees, and
tion of the collections. Ursula's
senior .~~ff, to attract major
favorite expressioh was, ''A11 will
donors,·~ho provided genemus
be rev~~led!" ofte~ follo'>Ved py a
support . ~o sustain special proj~~~of laughter, ~hich.tjplifted ait
ects and steady growth. A grant
within hearing. Thinkin€1 back on
from the Andrew W. Mellon
those days and Uryula' s i~defati·
Foundation supported on-line
gable energy, I am reminqed..of
access tO the specialized catalogue
Archimedes, who in tal~ing about
of the Textile Museum's Arthur
fulcrums and leverage to achieve
Jenkins Library, under the
mechanical advanuige, said that he
leadership of ~ary Mallia. Ursula
could mov~ the world if giver\ a
initiated the Lloyd Cotsen Textile
place .to stand..
Documentation Pmject, which
When Ursula was appointed
brought scholarly consultants to
Director, she had little knowledge
S Street to work with curators on
of textiles. But, she. came to the
standardized terminology for the
Museum with two Masters d~rees . comput~rization and catalogufrom Johns Hopkins Universitying of the Museum's collections.
one in the History of Ideas
This significant project resulted in
(1984, cum laude), and one in
publication of The Textile Museum
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Thesaurus (2006), edited by Cecilia
Gunzburger Anderson.
Ursula expanded the breadth
and engagement of the Advisory
Council and encouraged interaction with senior staff. She
strengthened the international
travel program to explore textile
traditions in India, Peru and Bolivia,
Mexico, Ecuador, Turkey, Bhutan,
japan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Madagascar, Morocco, Hungary
and Roumania, and Indonesia. She
assigned a Museum representative
to accompany each tour (sometimes
enjoying this role herself), along
with a knowledgeable tour leader,
highlighting the institution's educational mission while advancing the
breadth of cultural understanding of
its pmfessional staff.
Ursula oversaw the curatorial
development of many exhibitions
drawn fmm the Textile Museum's
outstanding collections, including
'Textiles and the Tai Experience,"
organized by Research Associate
Mattiebelle Gittinger, which traveled to Thailand as the official US
gift to celebrate the fifth cycle
·(60th) birthday of Queen Sirikit.
Other major exhibitions of national
and international acclaim included
my own "Woven from the Soul,
Spun from the Heart: Textile Arts
of Safavid and Qajar Iran" ( 1986);
and "Costume and Identity in
Highland Ecuador" ( 1'999), organized by Ann Rowe, Curator for
Western Hemisphere Collections.
Ann recalls Ursula's special affection for "Ed Rossbach: 40 Years of
Exploration and Innovation in Fiber
Art" <1990), with curatorial responsibilities shared by Ann Rowe, Jane
Brite and Rebecca Stevens.
Ursula dramatically expanded
the Museum's educational outreach, working with staff and
consultants to develop the Textile
Learning Center, and to extend
pmgramming through Textile
Museum Associates of Southern
California. She augmented
Museum visibility with loans to
major exhibitions in the US and
abroad. She enjoyed welcoming
US ambassadors, foreign diplomats,
and international scholars to significant Museum-sponsored events
in our nation's capital.

I very much appreciated
Ursula's effective .use of a strong
planning model. She espoused
an open management style of
participatory democracy with
shared responsibilities, .establishing
a set of task forces to coverthe
full range of Museum ·operations
<Planning & Budget, Buildings
& Gmunds, Research/Library/
Publications/ Education, Public
Affairs, Collections Management,
Exhibitions), each with a -staff
chair. An ad hoc group was
later formed to address technology issues. Task force chairs met
with Ursula weekly, serving as
an Administrative Council with
collective decision-making. This
non-hierarchical management style
allowed each staff member an
audible voice, developing a cohesive and loyal team that worked
effectively to advance shared goals.
Beloved by many of her staff,
she fostered both personal and
professiol)al _growth, and cared
for Museum employees and their
families as her own. Over the years
several staff members have moved
on to senior positions elsewhere
in the public and nonprofit Sl:l<;·
tors; others who remained with
the Textile Museum continue to
achieve national and international
recognition for their contributions
to research and scholarship, collections care, and textile conse!Yation.
During the last several months
of her life, Ursula and i talk~
regularly by phone; I managed to
visit her three times after moving
to Berkeley, CA; .she and Edward
visited our house 'in Berkeley on
the day we moved in nearly two
years ago! She was so enthusiastic
about all we are doing at TSA,
and avidly read each Newsletter,
often commenting on our new
activities, including our scholarships
and awards pmgrams, workshops,
and the TSA Publications Initiative
funded by the Coby Foundation.
She was always full of questions,
and offered generous advice and
guidance. On one of our final walks
together, she asked that contributions in her memory be made to
the Textile Society of America, or
to the American Pain Foundation
in Baltimore. Please consider giving
generously!
SPRING/ SUMMER
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New Florida Textile
Arts Center
Construction began on Florida
Tech University's Ruth Funk
Center for Textile Arts with
groundbreaking ceremonies on
Apr. 25. The center will be the
only textiles museum in the state
of Florida, made possible through
the generous support of Ruth
Funk. The two-story center will
feature 3,000 sq. ft. of exhibition
space, 2,500 sq. ft. of storage
and work space, a 700-sq.-ft.
mezzanine library, and a 600sq.-ft. lobby and grand stairway.
Holeman Suman Architects
Inc. of Melbourne, FL, designed
the building. The center's mission is to preserve and display
an international collection of
textiles through rotating public
exhibitions and educational programs. Highlights of the Ruth
Funk collection are traditional
hand-made textiles; embroidery;
garments and related accessories from Africa, Central and
East Asia; European and North
American embroidery, lace and
samplers from the 17th through
20th centurie; and contemporary
wearable art. For more information : Carla Funk (no relation)
TEL 321 /674-6129
cfunk@fit.edu.

Ixchel Museum
Receives Honors
The Museo lxchel del T raje
lndigena <Ixchel Museum of
Native Dress) in Guatemala City
recently received two significant
honors. On Dec. 19, 2007,
in Madrid, Spain, Her Majesty
Queen Sofia of Spain awarded
to Museo lxchel the International
Queen Sofia Prize for the
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Conservation and Restoration
of Cultural Heritage for its work
in the field of preserving the
indigenous textiles and culture
of Guatemala. Competition came
from over 20 nominations in
12 Latin American countries. In
addition to the prize's importance
from a social standpoint, it also
includes an award of 30,000
Euros, or $44, I 00. In March
2008, the Museo Ixchel was
one of five candidates (and the
only institution) nominated for
Guatemala's "Person of the Year
Award" presented annually by
the newspaper Prensa Libre <Free
Press).

Digitalthreads.ca Honored
The Textile Museum of Canada's
interactive web environment
Digital Threads has been nominated for a "Webby" award in the
category of "Net Art," meaning a
contemporary art experience that
only exists online:
http://www.digitalthreads.ca/
Digital Threads highlights new
digital artworks by Canadian
artists Jennifer Angus, Joanna
Berzowska, Kai Chan, Ruth
Scheuing and Samuel Thomas.
Internationally known for innovative work that challenges the
boundaries of conventional textile arts, these artists define new
territory on the World Wide Web
with dynamic projects that link to
50 exhibitions from the Textile
Museum of Canada.
The prestigious "Webby"
awards for online and new
media projects attract more than
8,000 entries annually from
60+ countries. Digital Threads
is short-listed as one of the five
best of its kind in the world. As
of mid-april it ranked second in
the category. The winner in each
category is chosen by people
who vote online. Winners will be
announced on May 6 and honored at two ceremonies in New
York City in June. Check on winners by visiting
http:!l webbyawards.com

- Ruth Scheuing

Friends of Fiber Arts
Exhibition Grants
Friends of Fiber Arts International
presented its 2007 grant awards
totaling $12,700 to five organizations that raise interest,
awareness, and appreciation of
contemporary fiber art. The following institutions received funding for exhibitions: The Museum
of Arts and Dessign, New York,
for "Pricked' Extreme Ebroidery
and Expressive Embellishment;"
Studio Art Quilt Associates for
'Twelve Voices," a juried exhibition at the Dennos Museum
Center, Travers City, Ml; the
Berkeley Art Center Association
for "Loom & Lathe," a traveling exhibition of works by Kay
Sekimachi and Bob Stockdale;
Quilt San Diego for the juried
exhibition "Quilt Visions" at
Oceanside Museum of Art; and
The American Tapestry Alliance
for the traveling exhibition
"American Tapestry Biennial 7."
Each July! , FFAI accepts
applications from museums, art
centers and organizations for
partial funding for contemporary fiber art exhibitions with
multiple venues and catalog
documentation. For information: TEL 708/246-9466, or
visit FFAI's website located at
http:/1206.204.3.133/dir_nii/ nii_
dat_fiber.html

JOIN THE

TSA

LJSTSERV

for lively discussions
on textile topics.
To subscribe,
send an email message to
majordomo@siue.edu.
Leave the subject
line blank.
In the body of the
message write: subscribe
tsalist your email address.
Within the day you will
begin receiving email.

Due Jun. 13: BODIES ON DISPLAY,
a two-day colloquium Nov. 78, organized by the McCord
Museum of Canadian History and
the Costume Society of America,
Northeastern Region, held in
conjunction with the McCord
Museum exhibition "Reveal or
ConceaJ?" In the light of the
growing scholarly interest in
addressing the body in many academic disciplines, this colloquium
aims to foster a dialogue among
those who study the body as it
relates to dress and fashion, and
dress as an embodied practice,
with those who approach it from
the museum, material culture,
living history, and design perspectives. Information:
http:ll www.mccord-museum.qc.ca/
en/activities/colloquial
cynthia.cooper@mccord.mcgill.ca
Due Aug. 15: THE GLOBAL
QUILT: CULTURAL CONTEXTS
Apr. 2-4, 2009, 4th Biennial
Symposium, sponsored by the
International Quilt Study Center
and the Department ofTextiles,
Clothing, and Design, College of
Education & Human Sciences,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
The IQSC invites presentations
concerning quilts and quiltmaking
traditions from around the globe.
The theme is intended to serve
as a springboard for discussion
of cultural expression and crosscultural transmission, as well as
in-depth exploration of specific
topics or traditions.
Link to Complete Call for Papers:
http:/ l www.quiltstudy.org/includes/
downloads/callJ ar__papers.pdf
2009 Symposium Co-Chairs:
Angela Konin
TEL 402/ 472-7030
Mary Ellen Ducey
TEL 402/ 472-5076
iqsc-symposium2@unl.edu

Due Jan. 15, 2009: The 4th
CONFERENCE ON NORWEGIAN
WOVEN TEXTILES hosted by
Vesterheim Norwegian-American
Museum and Luther College,
Sep. 25-27, 2009, Decorah,
Iowa. Abstracts are invited for
presentations on topics related to
the Norwegian textile tradition
in Norway and North America,
including: weaving and embellishment techniques, fibers and
fiber preparation, equipment for
the creation and care of textiles,
design and aesthetics, historical
and economic aspects, cultural
perspectives, the impact of immigration on textiles and textile-making skills, Norwegian textiles within
a Scandinavian or global context,
teaching methods, textile collections or collectors, and contemporary fiber art and artists. Mail three
copies of the abstract to:
Laurann Gilbertson
Vesterheim Norwegian-American
Museum, P.O. Box 379
Decorah, lA 52 I0 I -03 79

lgi/bertson@vesterheim.org
TEL 563/382-968
Ongoing: Fashion Practice: The
Journal of Design, Creative Process
and the Fashion Industry edited by
Sandy Black, Professor of Fashion
Design & Technology, London
College of Fashion, University of
the Arts, UK, and Marilyn Delong,
Professor and Associate Dean for
Research & Outreach, College of
Design, University of Minnesota,
US. The journal encourages
submissions from scholars and
practitioners working specifically
within fashion/apparel, design
and business departments,
as well as those working on
the creative industries from a
broad range of social science
perspectives. Submission guidelines: www.bergpublishers.com/

foumalsHomepage/FashionPractice/
AuthorGuidelines/tabid/3 7321
Default.aspx

The Worldwide History of Dress
by Patricia Rieff Anawalt
New York: Thames and Hudson,
2007, ISBN 978-0-500-51363-7
9.25" x 111.25"; 608 pages
1,100 illustrations, 800 in color

T

HIS SUBSTANTIAL TOME IS
billed on the dust jacket as
"glorious" and "remarkable," and
this is no exaggeration-it is a
visual feast for textile and costume lovers while also providing
a valuable comprehensive and
scholarship-based reference on
global clothing traditions. While
it is primarily a work on dress,
Patricia Anawalt does not neglect
the textiles that fonm the basis of
most dress in this gorgeous and
informative book.
The book is organized geographically, with ancient, historic,
and modern dress considered
within each section as information is available. All inhabited
continents are considered, and
only historic and contemporary
fashionable European dress is
omitted from the survey. A general historical and geographical
overview begins each section and
provides a context for understanding the particular styles of dress
indigenous to that area. Various
aspects of dress are addressed as
relevant to each area, including
menswear, womenswear, footwear, headgear and hairdressing,
jewelry, anmor, face and body
modifications, and specialized
religious and political costumes.
Of particular interest to textile
specialists will be the discussions
of fibers, textile construction, and
patterning techniques in many
sections. Special attention is paid
also to certain textile traditions
especially prominent in dress,
such as embroidery in European

folk dress, felt in Central Asia,
and barkcloth in Oceania.
The text provides a wellresearched and well-written synthesis of current scholarship within each geographic area, while
the notes and bibliography for
each section will point the reader
to the major works in that field
for further research. Anawalt
includes local terms for garments
and textiles throughout the book,
and an extensive glossary collects
these into a very useful global
dress terminology reference. The
one area in which this book falls
short as a research tool is the picture credits, which appear in the
back matter rather than in each
image caption, and are organized
by source rather than figure
number. Some way of indicating
the source of each image, even
by an abbreviated code within its
caption would have been very
useful to researchers interested in
identifying the collections from
which the various garments illustrated were drawn.
As a survey work covering
the entire globe, the information on each individual area is
necessarily brief and there are
gaps in coverage. For example,
Anawalt addresses Inuit clothing
but not that of other circumpolar peoples, such as the Sami in
Scandinavia; covers only Miao
clothing among that of southwestern Chinese minorities; and
includes Guatemalan clothing
only in passing within a lengthy
discussion of prehistoric and
contemporary Mexican clothing. However, the book covers a
much wider array of the world's
cultures than any other comparable work in its over 600 pages,
and any more would only have
made it unwieldy.

The Worldwide History of Dress
will be a benchmark reference
work in the field of costume
and textile studies. This book far
exceeds any other global survey
of dress currently available both
in depth of scholarship and in
number of areas and traditions
covered. Although it is expensive,

any textile or costume enthusiast
should consider adding this valuable reference to her/his library.
It also would make an excellent
textbook for a course on world
dress.

- Cecelia Gunzberger Anderson
The Textile Museum

Textiles in America [7 6507870]: A Dictionary Based on
Original Documents, Prints and
Paintings, Commercial Records,
American Merchants' Papers,
Shopkeepers' Advertisements,
and Pattern Books with
Original Swatches Of Cloth
by Florence M. Montgomery
Foreword by Linda Eaton
NY, London: W.W. Norton, 2007
417 pp; illustrations,
bibliography

T

HE RECENT PUBLICATION

Textiles in America [165018701 is a reprint of the 1984

classic textile study by the
late Florence M. Montgomery
( 1914- I 998), Assistant Curator
ofTextiles at Winterthur
Museum & Country Estate
and textile consultant to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
An additional foreword by
Linda Eaton, Curator ofTextiles
at Winterthur, contributes an
excellent short summary of the
book, an informative biography
of Montgomery, and describes
Montgomery's important contributions to the field of textile
history.
For those unfamiliar with the
original, Textiles in America is considerably more than a dictionary.
The book is organized into three
sections, the first of which provides an introduction and social,
economic and stylistic contexts
for 17th-19th century American
domestic interior textiles. These
chapters are supported and documented by numerous historically relevant paintings, drawings,
plans, elevations, patterns, and
period prints, each accompanied
by descriptive, informative captions and by topically appropriate
top. 70
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photographs of swatches,
interiors, window treatments,
beds and furniture.
The second section consists
of I 04 color plates representing samples and swatches of
the fabrics previously discussed.
These are further defined and
elaborated upon in the final section, an extensive and detailed
dictionary with its own prolific
black and white documentation
of swatches, fabrics, and their
applications.
Quotes and references to
source material contextualize,
demystify, consolidate and ultimately simplify otherwise complex information. Montgomery
succinctly describes relationships
between material and culture,
particularly in regard to the
sociological, political, and economic influences which affected
"period" style and design. One
is struck by similarities with the
21st-century global economic
issues of protectionism, tariffs,
working conditions, etc.
In a I 984 review of the
original edition, Prof. Philip B.
Scranton (Dept. of American
History, Rutgers) praised the
publication as "the most satisfying
compendium," but offered two
caveats. He aptly notes the lack of
attention given to "the common
peoples' homes with their rag or
ingrain carpets and plain-woven
coverlets," and he criticizes "the
absence of concern for the technics of textile production."
Perhaps the publisher
could have taken this opportunity to update the volume with
results of recent research that
Montgomery herself thought
lacking at the time. In the text,
• she often requested further study
on topics such as American
houses and furniture plans, and
of "interior designers commissioned by wealthy clients and the
textiles produced for them."
Despite these reservations,
this comprehensive resource
remains a standard of textile
scholarship and an invaluable
reference for its historic
10
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perspective. It is especially valuable for the study and renovation
of American histori~ interiors and
should be integrated into any
interior design and textile curriculum.

- Mona Berman
Art Consultant and Dealer,
Independent Scholar

Cloth and Clothing in Early
Anglo-Saxon England
AD450-700
by Penelope Walton Rogers
Council for British Archaeology
(CBA) Research Report 145
York, UK, 2007
ISBN 978 1 902771 54 0
289 pages, richly illustrated in
color and black & white photos,
drawings, graphs, maps, and
weave diagrams; bibliography
and index.

F

IRMLY GROUNDED ON

archaeological evidence,
this comprehensive study is a
mature synthesis of the author's
sustained publication record
over more than three decades,
her many collaborative research
and scholarly initiatives, and her
own professional practice as an
archaeological resource consultant. While the period covered
ostensibly ends in the early 8th
century when post-Roman burial
practices of interring the dead in
full clothing declined, the longue
duree aspects of fabric production and fashion developments
make this wide-ranging report an
authoritative standard of excellence for the entire Anglo-Saxon
period, and well into the subsequent Middle Ages.
Thoroughly scholarly by
means of in-text references to
past and current investigations,
Penelope Walton Rogers also
manages to bring the general
reader into daily life and production methods of fabrics in AngloSaxon England. She interlaces
her text with a rich range of
visuals, many newly produced
for this volume by well-informed
illustrators, especially Anthony

Barton, who with nary a trace
of idealization depicts AngloSaxon women at work making
fabric, and in a rich range of
dress styles. The illustrations also
include maps, crisp depictions of
material culture objects, microphotographs of fibers, fabric vestiges of once-splendid clothing,
weave diagrams, contemporary
depictions as seen in manuscripts
and sculpture in stone, ivory,
and metal-all skillfully integrated
on most every page to contextualize the practice of making
fabrics and adornments which
occupied most of women's lives.
The impeccable account of the
images' origins, so sadly missing in many publications today,
makes the attentive student
aware of the progress in the
discipline to which generations
of researchers have contributed.
The fabric structures rendered,
in particular, provide a fascinating mini-history of structural
evidence, linking England to
mainland Northern Europe, and
recognize the work of pioneers
like Agnes Geijer, Margrethe
Hald, Marta Hoffman and the
author's own mentor, Elizabeth
Grace Crowfoot.
Drawing on a vast database
repository of archaeological
evidence from more than I 00
burial sites, the study also incorporates dress components in
the form of fasteners and metal
ornaments, indispensable to
the wearing and appearance of
Anglo-Saxon clothing and its
contemporaries in Scandinavia
and Continental Europe. It is
indeed to the extant brooches,
pins and necklaces that small
remains of fabrics have clung,
and from which Walton Rogers
and her colleagues have been
able to identify fiber, yam type,
weave structures, and in some
cases, even the fabric's dye. The
positions of these metal accessories in the burials have also made
it possible to determine with
great precision their role, function, and development.

This well-organized volume
is heartily recommended as a
general introduction to the
period's achievements in
Northern Europe, otherwise
limited to the community of
archaeologists, and as an inclusive guide for those interested in
reconstructing Anglo-Saxon fabrics and garments of the period.
The author's intent, to link the
making and use of cloth and
clothing, is admirably achieved
due to the enthusiasm with
which she makes the dry and
dusty survivals of her profession
come alive to lay readers.

- Desiree Koslin
Fashion Institute of Technology

TAPESTRY IN THE BAROQUE:
THREADS OF SPLENDOR
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF
ART, NEW YORK
OCT. 17, 2007-JAN.
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HE RECENT 'TAPESTRY IN

the Baroque: Threads of
Splendor" exhibition at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York was curated by
Thomas P. Campbell, and is a
sequel to the 2002 'Tapestry
in the Renaissance: Art and
Magnificence." An excellent catalogue with superb visuals is available, edited by Campbell, who
is curator of European Sculpture
and Decorative Art at the MMA.
Forty-seven rare tapestry panels
from twenty-three collections in
Europe and the US were on view,
along with artists' preliminary
studies, full-scale paintings, and
plentiful contextual information.

Arranged with Brussels
as a focus, the exhibition also
included examples from workshops in Delft, Munich, Florence,
Rome, Paris, Beauvais, and
England's Mortlake under royal
and ecclesiastical patronage. In
contrast to the 2002 exhibition,
the Baroque period's nuanced
and innovative modes of representation, frequently with propagandistic purpose, reflect prevailing political and religious strivings.
At the end of the period, secular
topics and decorative themes
in tapestry signal an emerging
interest and purchasing power
for tapestry among the wealthy
middle class.
Still, royal commissions were
needed for the creation of the
larger narrative sets of eight or
more panels that would form the
surround for a large ceremonial
space. Campbell is right to insist
that we try to imagine ourselves
present at the dramatic installation of such a courtly tapestry
set, and that we attempt to comprehend the preeminence of the
medium of the period. The cost
of tapestry far exceeded that of
painting, especially when silk and
gilt-silver thread were present and
this effect is stunningly shown
in the exhibition's superbly lit
installation. Patronage themes
are also thoroughly explored in
Campbell's dissertation, recently
published as Henry VIII and the
Art of Majesty: Tapestries at the
Tudor Court (2007), a most useful complement to the exhibition
and its catalogue.
Current scholarship regarding
production methods and artistic
input are thriving, and was given
due attention in the catalogue
and in a symposium accompanying the exhibition in October
2007 at the MMA. In particular,
new research regarding the creation, trade, and collecting of cartoons was presented. Relatively
neglected topics, such as the
iconography of the borders and
their relation to the main themes
in the tapestry compositions,
were also addressed by several

of the invited experts. Thomas
Campbell is again deserving of
kudos for another groundbreaking exhibition.

- Desiree Koslin

NEEDLE/WORK:
ART, CRAFT, AND INDUSTRY IN
A WHALING PORT
NEW BEDFORD WHALING MUSEUM

FEB.l 0 -Nov. 30, 2008

M

ASSACHUSETIS' NEW

Bedford Whaling Museum
has mounted a superlative
exhibition on the needlecrafts
as practiced within the wide circumference of this once-wealthy
port city and the several oceans
over which its seamen (and
occasionally their wives) sailed.
The function, beauty, and age
of the assembled objects range
from the late 18th century to
present-day examples from the
clothing, couture, and textile
industries still flourishing in this
handsome town. The triumph of
the exhibition is the consistent
honor it pays to the work represented in sewing, embroidery,
knitting, weaving, tailoring, and,
not least, the making and mending of sails for the whaling ships.
Curator Madelyn Shaw's
keenly inquisitive eye and
breadth of intellectual grasp
have united individual objects
with images of women and men
directly related to their manufacture, so the variety of work celebrated in the exhibition becomes
embodied in actual persons. For
instance, a charming 181 9 sampler with a Federal Greek key
border worked by I 0-year-old
Harriet Stevens is shown beside a
fine miniature of the girl's father,
merchant captain Job Stevens.
With these two objects is a
reproduction of a ledger page
from Sarah Hathaway's village
shop in Fairhaven, showing Job's
account from 181 7, and his purchases of pins, knitting needles, a
variety of fabrics, and silk thread.
In another display from 1971, a

canvas sail with its complex rigging and grommets (whip-stitched
circles through which ropes ran)
is shown with a column of majestic photographs of the powerful,
aged sailor's hands as they actually sewed this sail.
Possibly the most timely element that surfaces repeatedly
in the show is its revelation of
New Bedford's multi-racial society, where whites, free African
Americans, and Cape Verdean
islanders lived and worked
together with a modicum of
harmony and economic abundance prior to the Civil War in
this abolitionist, Quaker city. For
this writer the single most powerful object in the exhibition is
an 1852 daguerreotype of Mrs.
Maria Beckley Fleetwood in a
silk taffeta dress with her young
son and daughter in matching
outfits, all of great elegance. This
African American mother has
brought herself and her children
to a still, silent perfection of dress
and grooming-with decades
of unknown struggles hidden
behind the apparent calm of the
image. Her will to ensure the
duration of that triumph in the
fullness of light before the camera represents the heroism of the
un-heroic.
The potential for such
democratic heroism is seen
throughout the exhibition: in
the finely wrought tools used in
various types of needlework; in
the exquisite hand-crafted sewing boxes and whalebone swifts
made by sailors for their wives
and sweethearts during off-hours
on board ship; in an ancestor's
I 790s satin gown thriftily altered
three decades later to serve as
a maternity dress ca.1822 for
Susan Morgan Rodman (180218 71 ), a Philadelphia Quaker
who married into one of the first
whaling families in New Bedford;
in a 1916 Levi's denim work
shirt; in a stained mattress-ticking
used at sea and assembled from
narrow bands of cotton woven
on the Cape Verde Islands by
ancient West African weaving
techniques.

Local New Bedford historian Sally Sapienza's response to
the exhibition is worth quoting
in part: "What impressed me,
both mind and spirit, was the
profound intellectual and societal leap you made by putting
together the women's on-shore
sewing for family and home,
and the sailor's off-shore "sewing." for that is what it is, mending sails and clothes and other
cloths for himself and his family
of fellow sailors, at his home,
a ship ... Simply and elegantly
by careful juxtaposition [the
exhibition] brought men and
women's work on a par with
commensurate worth. Men and
women's work was not hierarchical in your exhibition; it was
'of a piece' at a time when roles
were so carefully segregated
and separate. If more shows like
yours existed there would be no
need for advocating for 'women'
or women's rights, roles, [or]
contributions. We would talk
about human work, human skills,
human need and necessities."

- Giles Katcher
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CALIFORNIA
Design Museum, University
of California, Davis. To Jul. 13:
"Fashion Conscious: Designs that
will change the world one garment
at a time," clothing and sustainability from eco-friendly textiles
to the re-evaluation of industrial
manufacturing.
designmuseum.ucdavis.edu
De Young Museum, San
Francisco. To Sep. 7: "For Tent and
Trade: Masterpieces of Turkmen
Weaving," rugs, bags, tent and
animal trappings plus embroidered
mantles worn by women of three
Turkmen tribes.
www. thinker.orgldeyoung

San Jose Museum of Quilts
& Textiles. To Jun. 8: "Core
Memory/ Peripheral Vision,"
digital Jacquard work~ by eight
artists including Louise Lemieux
Berube, Lia Cook, Cynthia
Schira, Bhakti Ziek; "Pixels and
Pieces," one-patch patterns as an
anticipation of computer pixels;
"Advanced Geometry: Gloria
Hansen;" "Awareables: Conscious
Clothing," works at the intersection
of technology and fiber art. Jun.
17-Aug. 24: "Pun Intended: The
Appliqued Wit of Dorothy Vance"
and "Beyond Knitting: Uncharted
Stitches," contemporary sculptural
knitting, works by Karen Searle,
Blanka Sperkova, Adrienne Sloane,
Janet Morton, and others.
www.sjquiltmuseum.org
Mingei International Museum,
San Diego. Jun. 8-Jan.9, 2009:
"Forms in Wood and Fiber." Nov.
8-May 31, 2009: "Japanese Folk
Fashion." www.mingei.org
San Diego Museum of Art.
Nov. 1-Jan. 4, 2009: "Kimono as
Art: The Landscapes of ltchiku
Kubota. " www.sdmart.org

Braunstein/Quay Gallery,
San Francisco. Jul. 29-Aug. 30:
'Transparencies" includes works by
Linda Hutchins, Adam <The Late
Paul Cotton), Marie-Laure llie and
Kendall Buster. Curated by Myra
Block Kaiser.
www. bquayartgallery.com

COLORADO
Denver Art Museum. To Jul. 6:
"Gee's Bend: The Architecture of
the Quilt." To Jul. 13: "Amish and
Mennonite Quilts from the Big
Valley and Beyond."
www.denverartmuseum.org

Lacis Museum of Lace &
Textiles, Berkeley. To Aug. 2:
"Beyond the Pattern: The
Quintessence of Fashion."
www.lacismuseum.org

CONNECTICUT
Wadsworth Atheneum,
Hartford. To Jul. 13: "Making a
Splash: American Beach Fashions,
1850-1920."
www. wadsworthatheneum. org

DELAWARE
Winterthur Museum. Oct.
4-Jan. 9, 2009: "Who's Your
Daddy? Families in Early American
Needlework" explores the importance of families in samplers and
needlework pictures.
www. winterthur.org
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
National Museum of African
Art. To Sep. 2: "EI Anatsui: Gawu."
africa.si.edu
National Museum of the
American Indian. To Aug. 3 :
"Identity by Design: Tradition,
Change, and Celebration in
Native Women's Dresses."
www.nmai.si.edu
The Textile Museum. To Sep.
18: "Blue" features blue textiles
from Greco-Roman and preColumbian tunic fragments to
contemporary work by Hiroyuki
Shindo, Maria Eugenia Davila and
Eduardo Portillo. Oct. 18-Spring,
2009: 'Timbuktu to Tibet: Rugs
and Textiles of the Hajji Babas"
celebrates the 75th anniversary of
the oldest rug-collecting group in
the US with more than 70 North
African, Middle Eastern and Asian
textiles and rugs. "The Finishing
Touch: Accessories from the
Bolivian Highlands."
TEL 202/ 667-0441.
www.textilemuseum. org

FLORIDA
TECO Plaza Gallery, Tampa.
Jun. 1-Jul. 31: "Woven Gems:
American Tapestry Alliance Small
Format Tapestry Exhibition."
Scarfone/ Hartley Gallery,
University of Tampa. Jun. 16-Jul.
II: "American Tapestry Alliance
Biennial 7."
Ybor Art Gallery, Hillsborough
Community College, Tampa
Bay. jun. 12-jul. 3: "Weaving and
Resist." Curated by Catherine Ellis.
Art Center Manatee, Bradenton.
jun. 12-jul. 5: "Designing
Weavers." www. alrtcentermanate.org

"Cost of War," machine knit installation by Adrienne Sloane one of the
artists participating in "Beyond Knitting" at San Jose Museu~ of Quilts
& Textiles this summer.
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HAWAII
Academy Art Center, Honolulu.
Sep. 6-28: 'Tattered Cultures :
Mended Histories" features works
by international fiber artists who
are TSA members, and "Jiyoung
Chung: Whisper-Romance III," an
installation of joomchi, handmade
Korean paper.
www.honoluluacademy.org
Art Gallery, University of
Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu. Sep.
21 -0ct. 31: "Writing with Thread:
Traditional Textiles of Southwest
Chinese Minorities," costume from
16 ethnic groups and nearly 100
subgroups. www.hawaii.edu
The ARTS at Mark's Garage,
Honolulu. Sep. 16-0ct. I I: "Fiber
Hawaii," biennial juried exhibition
sponsored by Hawaii Craftsmen.
www.hawaiicraftsmen.org
Bishop Museum, Honolulu. To
Dec. 31 : "Bernice Pauahi Bishop,
A Legacy for Hawaii," rare kapa
cloth, kapa beaters, and other
objects celebrate the contributions of the last descendant of
King Kamehameha I. Sep. 20-Jan.
II : '"IIi lho: The Surface Within,"
selections from the Museum's
collection and works by eight
Hawaiian textile artists.
www.bishopmuseum.org
The Contemporary Museum at
First Hawaiian Center, Honolulu.
Sep. 25-Dec. 3 1: "Fiber Artists of
Hawaii."
East-West Center Gallery,
Honolulu. Sep. 21 -Dec. 31:
"Fields of Flowers: Woven Carpets
and Mughal Treasures. "
www.eastwestcenter. org
Hamilton Library Bridge
Gallery, University of Hawaii at
Manoa, Honolulu. Sep. 8-0ct. 31 :
"Ancient Customs, Ancient Stories:
Lampung Ceremonial Textiles
and Objects" demonstrates the
relationship of house architecture
remnants, ceremonial furniture and
other objects to textile imagery
from Lampung, the southernmost
province in Sumatra, Indonesia.
Curated by Garrett and Bronwen

Solyom as part of the TSA site
seminar on textiles from the Malay
archipelago and New Guinea.
Honolulu Academy of Arts. jul.
3-0ct. 15: "Indonesian Batik from
the Christensen Fund Collection."
Aug. 5-0ct. 5: "Bright and Daring:
japanese Kimono in the Taisho
Mode," "japanese Prints of Kimono
in the Modem Era," and "Blue
and White: Indigo-dyed japanese
Textiles. www.honoluluacademy.org
Japanese Cultural Center of
Hawaii, Honolulu. jul. 26-Sep. 27:
"Pride and Practicality: japanese
Immigrant Clothing in Hawaii."

MARYLAND

NEBRASKA

Baltimore Museum of Art. To
Aug. 17: "Meditations on African
Art: Pattern," features over 70
diverse works including textiles
and adinkra dye stamps.

Quit Study Center and
Museum, University of Nebraska,
Lincoln. To Aug. 17: "Quilts in
Common." to Aug. 31 : "Nancy
Crow: Cloth, Culture, Context."
Aug. 22-Dec. 23: "Pojagi: Korean
Patchwork." Sep. 5-Nov. 30:
"Crafting a Better Planet."

www.artbma. org
MASSACHUSETIS

Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton.
To jul. 20: "Marjorie Durko
Puryear: Between the Lines...
Woven Notes and Memorabilia."
May 3-jul. 20: "Folded Light,
Folded Shadow: Paper Relief by
Nishimura Yuko."

Mission Houses Museum,
Honolulu. Sep. 19-jan. 3, 2009:
"Fundamental Fiber: Lauhala,
Tapa, and Quilts."

www.missionhouses.org
Outrigger, Waikiki Hotel,
Honolulu. Sep. 8-0ct. 30:
"Pacific Island Textiles as Status,
Wealth, Genealogy, Supernatural
Protection."
ILLINOIS

The Art Institute of Chicago.
Nov. 1-jan. 4, 2009: "A Divine
Art: Four Centuries of European
Tapestries." www.artic.edu

www.ima-art.org

www.textilegal/ery. un/.edu

New Bedford Whaling
Museum. To Nov. 30: "Needle/
Work: Art, Craft, and Industry in
a Port City."

Museum of Nebraska History,
Lincoln. To Oct. 27: "Quilting A
to Z," quilts that include a pattern
or element associated with a letter
of the English alphabet.

www. whalingmuseum.org

www.nebrashahstory.org

MINNESOTA

NEW MEXICO

Textile Center of Minnesota,
Minneapolis. jun. 6-jul. 19: "Shibori
Cut Loose." jul. 25-Aug. 23:
"Purpose-Process-Progress. Mentor/
Protege Exhibition." Aug. 29- Oct.
18: "Freedom: The Fiber of Our
Nation." www.textilecentermn.org

Art Center at Fuller Lodge,
Los Alamos. Jun. 20-Jul. 26:
"Seams Unusual: An Exhibition of
Contemporary Art Quilts by New
Mexico Fiber Artists."

Minneapolis Institute of Arts.
To jun. 29: "NUNO: Textiles of
the 21st Century" highlights the
innovative japanese company's
work over the last two decades.
To jul. 27: "Larsen Design Studio:
Part IV, Paul Gedeohn." To Nov.
16: "Veiled Communications:
Head Coverings from South Asia."

Capitol Rotunda Gallery, State
Capitol Building, Santa Fe. To Aug.
22: "New Mexico Fabrications: An
Exhibition of Art Quilts by New
Mexico Artists."
Museum of Indian Arts and
Culture, Santa Fe. To jan. 7,
2009: "Native Couture: A History
of Santa Fe Style."

www.indianartsandculture.org

www.artsmia.org

INDIANA

Indianapolis Museum of Art.
To jun. 1: "Breaking the Mold:
Contemporary Fashion from the
Permanent Collection, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art." To Sep.
28: "Hats of Africa: From Asante
to Zulu." Traditional headcoverings representing 30 groups from
across Africa. To Nov. 2: "Simply
Halston." May 31-jan. 4, 2009:
"Shared Beauty: Eastern Rugs and
Western Beaded Purses" looks
at influences of Eastern art on
Western art and fashion through
the motifs on flapper-era beaded
purses. TEL 317/923-1331.

Robert Hillestad Gallery,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
To Sep. 5: "Celebration Threads
of Robert Hillestad: New Twists."

www.fullercraft.org

www.jcch.com
Louis Pohl Gallery of Fine
Art, Honolulu. Aug. 27-Sep. 27:
"WeARTables," contemporary
wearable fiber art by members of
the Handweavers' Hui.

www.quiltstudy.org

MISSOURI

St. Louis Art Museum. To May
26: "Quilts in a Material World:
Selections from the Winterthur
Collection." To jun. 1: "Missouri
Made Quilts, 1850-1940." To jun.
8: "A Stitch in Time: Images of
Needleworking, 1850-1920," drawings and paintings depicting women
engaged in various facets of needlework, demonstrating an interest
in handmade crafts during the
mid-19th century's rise of industrial
manufacturing. www.slam.org

Museum of Intemational Folk
Art, Santa Fe. To May II: "Gee's
Bend Quilts and Beyond: Louisiana
Bendolph, Mary Lee Bendolph,
Thornton Dial and Lonnie Holley."
To jan. 4, 2009: "Needles and
Pins," tools and techniques for
weaving, lacework and needlework.

www.moifa.org.
NEW YORK

Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum, New York. To
jul. 6: "Rococo: The Continuing
Curve 1730-2008." To Aug. 24:
"Campana Brothers Select: Works
from the Permanent Collection."
To Sep. 1: "Multiple Choice: From

Sample to Product," sample books
as tools for marketing or recording
designs and techniques in a variety
of media. TEL 212/849-8400.

www.cooperhewitt.org
Metropolitan Museum of Art
New York. To Sep. 1: "Radianc~
from the Rain Forest: Featherwork
in Ancient Peru." May 7-Sep.
1: "Superheroes: Fashion and
Fantasy." Sep. 30-Mar. 29, 2009:
"The Essential Art of African
Textiles: Design without End."

www.metmuseum.org
Museum at FIT, New York. To
May 7: "Exoticism," 250 years
of exoticism in fashion, from the
age of colonialism to the rise of
multiculturalism and globalization.

www.fitnyc.edu/museum
New York Historical Society,
New York. To Aug. 17: "Woven
Splendor from Timbuktu to Tibet:
Exotic Rugs and Textiles from
New York Collectors" celebrates
the 75th anniversary of the New
York Hajji Baba Club.

www.nyhistory.org
National Museum of the
American Indian, George
Gustav Heye Center, New York.
To july 27: "Listening to Our
Ancestors: The Art of Native Life
Along the North Pacific" includes
over 400 ceremonial and everyday objects. www.nmai.si.edu
Forbes Galleries, New York. May
5-0ct. II: "Good Things in Small
Packages: A Century of japanese
Children's Wear 1860-1960."

emarwel/@forbes.com
Gail Martin Gallery, New York.
To May 10: "Woven Explorations,"
works by Polly Barton.

www.gailmartingallery.com
OHIO

Cincinnati Art Museum. To jun.
1: "Masterpiece Quilts from the
Shelburne Museum." jun. 28-Sep.
21 : "The Arts of Kashmir."

www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org
Kent State University Museum.
To jun. 15: "Native Americans
through the Prism of Culture."
top. 74
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To Aug. 31: "Mood Indigo,"
traditional and contemporary
works in indigo. To Jan. 4, 2009:
"Belle Epoque Brides." To Feb. 8,
2009: "In Bloom: Patterned Silk
Design Innovations in Eighteenth
Century France." To Mar. I, 2009:
"Galanos." TEL 330/672-34SO.
www.kent.edu/museum

OREGON
Museum of Contemporary
Craft, Portland. Aug. 28-Jan.
4, 2009: "Manufactured: The
Conspicuous Transformation of
Everyday o'bjects."
www.contemporarycrafts.org

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia Museum of
Art. To Jun. 29: "Precious
Possessions: The American
Craft Collection." To Fall 2008:
"Imagining Cathay: 18th- and
Early 19th-Century Chinoiserie
Textiles and Embroideries from
the Collection." Apr. 26-Jul. 20:
"Fashioning Kimono: Art Deco
and Modernism in Japan." Sep.
16-Dec. 14: "Gee's Bend: The
Architecture of the Quilt." May
24-Spring 2009: "Hello' Fashion:
Kansai Yamamoto, 1971 -1973."
www.philamuseum. org
Lancaster Quilt and Textile
Museum. To Dec. 31 : "Rags to
Rugs: Pennsylvania Hooked and
Handsewn Rugs."
www.quiltandtextilemuseum.com
Wayne Art Center. To May
10: "ArtQuilt Elements," juried
exhibition. www. wayneart.org

RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum, Providence. To Jun.
15: "Evolution/Revolution: The
.Arts and Crafts in Contemporary
Fashion and Textiles." To Aug. 3:
"Contemporary Asian Textiles."
Aug. 8-Dec. 7: "Clothing and
Tradition in the Islamic World."
TEL 401/454-6500.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston Museum. To Sep I :
"History in Every Step," historic
footwear and walking sticks.
www. charlestonmuseum.org
14
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TEXAS
The Women's Museum, Dallas.
Nov. 6-Apr. I, 2009: "Partisan
Pieces: Quilts of Political and
Patriotic Persuasion."
www. thewomensmuseum. org
VERMONT
Shelburne Museum. May 180ct. 26: "Quilts in Bloom: A
Bouquet of Textile Art."
www.shelburnemuseum.org
WASHINGTON
Bellevue Art Museum. Through
December: "Industrial Nature
and the Big Bang," installation by
Lanny Bergner.

International
CANADA
Bata Shoe Museum, Toronto.
To Sep. 28: "On Pointe: The Rise
of the Ballet Shoe." To Feb. 2009:
"Chronicles of Riches: Treasures
from the Bata Shoe Museum."
To Nov. 2009: "Beauty, Identity,
Pride: Native North American
Footwear." www.batashoemuseum.ca
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto.
May 4-0ct. 26: "Shanghai
Kaleidescope." Leading artists,
architects and fashion designers
provide an insider's view of the
high-speed, high-density, high-rise
culture that is rapidly emerging in
China's largest city. www.rom.on.ca
Textile Museum of Canada,
Toronto. To May 18: "Between the
Sea and the Desert: The Many
Cultures of North Africa." To jan.
27, 2009: "Battleground: War
Rugs from Afghanistan," images
of war following the 1979 USSR
invasion, "Battleground: PatchesMilitary Uniform Insignia," and

"Battleground: The Kandahar
Journals of Richard Johnson."
jun. 4-0ct. 12: "Close to You:
Contemporary Textiles, Intimacy
and Popular Culture."
www.textilemuseum.ca
Musee du Costume et du
Textil du Quebec. To May 25:
"Embroidered Narratage: Visions
of the Twenty-First Century
Stitched by Indian Women."

www.mctq.org
ENGLAND
Victoria and Albert Museum,
London. To Oct. 26: "The Story
of the Supremes from the Mary
Wilson Collection," performance
costumes. Aug. 3-Nov. 23 :
"Fashion V Sport," explores the
creative and fluid relationship
between fashion and sportswear.
Sep. 27-Jan. l I, 2009: "Cold War
Modern: Art and Design in a
Divided World 1945-1970."
www.vam.ac.uk
Sainsbury Centre for Visual
Arts, Norwich. To Jun. I : "Cloth
& Culture NOW," international
contemporary textile art with
3 5 artists from 6 countries. TEL
01603 593199. www.scva.ac.uk

FRANCE
Musee du Quai Branly, Paris.
To Jul. 14: "Paracas: Undiscovered
Treasures from Ancient Peru."
www.quaibranly.fr
THAILAND
The Jim Thompson Art Center,
Bangkok. To )un 5: "Weaving
Paradise: Southeast Asian Textiles
and their Creators," curated by
Linda S. Mcintosh.
www.jimthompsonhouse.com

Detail, Indian embroidery from "Embroidered
Narratage;' May exhibition at Musee du
Costume et du Textile du
Quebec.

Virtual
www.fiberscene.com To Aug. I :
'Taktha: Contemporary European
Batik."

Lectures
De Young Museum, San Francisco, CA. Textile Arts Council
Lectures. May 10: "Crossing
Stitches and Crossing Borders:
Iu Mien Embroidery in a Global
Community," Sandra Cate. May
31: "Hot House: Expanding the
Field of Fiber at Cranbrook, 19702007," Gerhardt Knodel will discuss the legacy that he and jane
Lackey have built at Cranbrook,
and share his own recent body of
work. Jun. 28: "Golden Waterfalls,
Windblown Pines: The Story of
Kimono," Betsy Sterling Benjamin.
TEL 41S/750-3627. tac@famsforg
Indianapolis Museum of Art,
IN. May 29: "Moving Forward,
Backward and Sideways: Artist
Nick Cave." The artist will screen
two video works and discuss his
life's work as a designer, sculptor
and performer.
www.imamuseum.org
Minneapolis Institute of Arts
Lectures. Apr. 27: "Floral Imagery
in Textiles and the Visual Arts,"
Lotus Stack and Mary Carroll.
www.artsmia.org
Museum of Arts and Design,
New York, NY. May 22: "The
Worldwide History of Dress,"
Patricia Rieff Anawalt.
www.madmuseum.org
Saint Louis Art Museum, Saint
Louis, MO. May 16: "America's
Quilt Heritage: A Melting Pot,"
Patricia Cox Crews. May I7:
"Imperial Ottoman Tents: Mobile
Palaces," Nurhan Atasoy.
www.slam.org
San Jose Museum of Quilts
and Textiles, San Jose, CA. Jun.
7: "Creating Conscious Clothing,"
artists Barbara Layne and Valerie
Lamontagne will speak on their
imaginative application of technology to wearable art. Jun. 8: "A
Mao a Minute: Real Computers

as Virtual Weavers," artist Lisa
Lee Peterson will trace the history of the Jacquard loom to the
computer, and back to the loom
again. Jun. 22: 'The New World
of Knitting: A Slide Lecture," artist
Adrienne Sloane will survey the
genre. Reservations, information:
TEL 408/ 971 -0323 X 14.
www.sjquiltmuseum.org
The Textile Museum,
Washington, DC. May IS: "Indigo
Immortal: The History and Global
Culture of Levi's Jeans," Lynn
Downey, historian, Levi Strauss
and Company. May 22: "Indigo:
A Personal Journey," Hiroyuki
Shindo and Mary Lance.
www. textilemuseum.org
Textile Museum of Canada
Lectures. May 17: "Interchange:
Horror and Beauty-Conflict
and Identity in the War Rugs
of Afghanistan," Max Allen and
Nigel Lendon discuss the symbols
and significance of Afghan war
rugs. Oct. 8: 'Textile Seminar:
Afghan Rugs from the Collection,"
Natalia Nekrassova and Roxanne
Shaughnessy. TEL 416/599-5321 ,
ext. 2221 . www.textilemuseum.ca

Workshops
May 31- Jun. 15: Weaving and
Design in Norway at Vesaas
Farm in Vinje, Telemark. This
vadmel cloth workshop is taught
on a working farm, where mountain streams power the fulling
mill. Instructors: Carol Colburn,
Ingebj0rg Vaagen, Eli and Olav
Vesaas. For information:
TEL 319/ 273 -2390
carol.co/burn@uni.edu
Jun. 21: Artful Knit: A
Sculptural Approach to
Knitting, San jose Museum of
Quilts & Textiles, San jose, CA.
Taught by Adrienne Sloane.
Limited enrollment.
TEL 408/ 971-0323 X 14
www.sjquiltmuseum. org
Summer Workshops taught by
noted fiber artists: Split Rock
Arts Program, University of MN,
www. cce.umn.edulsplitrocharts
Haystack Mountain School of

Crafts, ME, www. haystach-mtn.org
Peters Valley Craft Center, NJ,
www.petersvalley.org
Shakerag Workshops, TN,
www.shaherag.org
Arrowmont School of Arts and
Crafts, TN, www. arrowmont.org
Penland School of Crafts, NC,
www. penland.org
Fondazione Arte della Seta
Lisio in Florence, Italy, located
in a former silk mill, offers
courses in weaving and other
textile arts taught by noted
designers and educators. For
course infomation visit fondazio nelisio.org. Scholarships to Lisio's
jacquard Weaving Program are
available; obtain information from
didat@fondazionelisio.org. Call for
Workshop Proposals: Lisio will
consider proposals from teachers for practical workshops from
2 days to 2 weeks in length on
a range of textile subjects. For
more information please contact:
didat@fondazionelisio.org.
Jan. 2009: Ancient Peruvian
Textiles Workshop travels to
the North of Peru to Tucume
Pyramids. Course includes a
weaving workshop and a visit
to the Lord of Sipan Museum.
Work on textiles at Huallamarca.
For information: Camille Myers
Breeze, museumtextiles@gmail.com.

Tours
PUCHKA Peru Tours. Oct.
3-0ct. 24: Puchka's threefold
mission introduces Peru's remarkable artistic heritage, offers handson workshops, and promotes
awareness of the extraordinary
textile and folk art communities in Peru. Information:
textiletours@puchhaperu. com
www.puchhaperu. com
Textile Odyssey Tour to
Sumatra and Sarawak. Aug.
26-Sep. 12. Tour Leader: Mary
Connors. For information: Serena
Lee Harrigan, TEL 415/ 666-3636.
textile_odyssey5@yahoo.com
Tia Stephanie Tours to Oaxaca.
Nov. 21-29: Natural Dye Workshop, Oaxaca, Mexico, in the

Zapotec Weaving Community
of Teotitlan del Valle. Work with
cochineal, indigo and pericon, a
yellow dye-producing wildflower.
Side trips to the ruins of Mitla and
Monte Alban. Feb. 6-15, 2009:
The Textile Traditions of Oaxaca:
Coast and Valley. Visit remote
weaving communities in Oaxaca,
including the Amuzgo, the Coastal
Mixtec, the Huave, the Zapotec
of Tehuantepec and the Oaxaca
Valley. Visit weaving, spinning and
dyeing coops and artisans, including the purple Murex dyers of the
coast. TEL 734/769-7839
info@tiastephanietours.com

Jun. 6-8: SHIBORI SYMPOSIUM,
Textile Center of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN. Keynote
speaker: Yoshiko Wada. PreSymposium workshops Jun. 4-5
with Yoshiko Wada and Ana Lisa
Hedstrom. Post-Symposium workshops Jun. 9-10 with Jan Myers
Newbury and Chad Alice Hagen.
Information:
TEL 612/436-0464.
www. textilecentermn.org
Jun. 24-Jul. 3: CONVERGENCE
08, Tampa, FL, international fiber
arts conference sponsored by the
Handweavers Guild of America.
Pre-and Post-conference workshops, seminars, exhibitions.
www. weavespindye.org
Jul. 15-1 7: IN THE LOOP:
KNITTING PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE. Knitting in fashion, culture, and technology, Winchester
School of Art, University of
Southampton, England.
f.A.Horgan@soton.ac.uh
Jul. 15-23: ETHNIC
COSTUMES AND NON- MATERIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE
PRESERVATION. Special section of

the I 6th International Congress of
Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, held in Kunming,
Yunnan Province, China. Topics:
I ) "Ethnic Costume Studies in
China and Around the World;"
2) "Research and Preservation
of Satin Brocade, Embroidery,
and Traditional Printing and
Dying Techniques." Information:
Professor Yang Yuan
TEL 86.010.64742103
bwg.yy@ 163.com
http://www.icaes2008.org
Oct. 17-18: WHO'S YOUR
DADDY?: FAMILIES IN EARLY
AMERICAN NEEDLEWORK at
Winterthur Museum, Delaware.
Conference, tours, and related
exhibition explore how family ties
are honored and strengthened
through needlework.
www. winterthur.org.
Oct. 18: TALKING CLOTH:
NEW STUDIES ON
INDONESIAN TEXTILES.
The Fourth R.L. Shep Triennial
Symposium on Textiles and Dress.
Los Angeles County Museum of
Art. International scholars discuss
recent research and discoveries
regarding the textiles of Indonesia.
shepsymposium@lacma. org
Nov. 1-10: SEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL SHIBORI
SYMPOSIUM <ISS'08l. The World
Shibori Network's 2008 symposium takes place in three cities in
France: Provence, Lyon and Paris.
Hosted by the Musee du Quai
Branly (Paris) and co-organized
with the Paris American Academy,
the 7th ISS focuses on shibori's
dynamic connections across the
world, bridging cultures, languages, time and nature. Highlights
include ethnographic texiles,
African designers, Japanese craft
and design, shibori and nature,
and the resurgence of natural dyes
in Provence. Conference begins
with natural dye field study in
Provence, followed by Lyon and
ending in Paris. Land tour packages available. For information:
TEL 510/ 527-3432
FAX 5J0/ S27-0231
iss08fr@gmail.com
SPRING/SUMMER
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2008
TEXTILES AS CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS
HONOLULU, HAWAII

Left: Woman's formal ensemble, Xijiang type, Miao, Southeast
Guizhou, China. Right: Woman's costume, Fenghuang style, Miao,
Western Hunnan, China. These and more ethnic costumes are featured in the exhibition "Writing with Thread: Traditional Textiles
of Southwest Chinese Minorities:' Sept. 21-Nov. 30,2008, at the
University of Hawaii Art Gallery, Honolulu, HI. TSA members are
invited to attend a half-day coloquium with the exhibition's curator
and other scholars on Sept. 23. See details on the TSA website or in
the Symposium registration booklet.
"Writing with Thread" is just one of the many magnificent textile
exhibitions you will see when you attend the TSA 11th Biennial
Symposium, "Textiles As Cultural Expressions:' in Honolulu, Hawaii,
September 24-27, 2008. Register online today at

www.textilesociety.org
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